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Clarification at a distance
Arash Eshghi
Interaction, Media and Communication Research Group,
Department of Computer Science,
Queen Mary University of London,
arash@dcs.qmul.ac.uk
Multi-party conversations often lapse into sequences of dyadic interaction.
During these sequences the other parties take on the status of Side Participants
(SP) to the dyadic exchange [3]. Experimental evidence shows that despite their
secondary role SP’s can still have an impact on the form of the interaction
between the primary participants (see e.g. [6]). In a recent corpus analysis of
multi-party interactions we additionally showed that SP’s can directly access
the common ground developed between the primary participants using elliptical
expressions; even though they have not, by definition, actively collaborated in
constructing it. In fact, in this corpus study SP’s were indistinguishable from
primary participants in the forms of ellipsis they could use to access a prior
dyadic exchange [2].
Despite this evidence, there is a strong intuition that SP’s are different from
the primary participants as to how they can access the common ground built up
between the primary participants. “they [SP’s] have to be satisfied with clearing
up misunderstanding in natural breaks in their [primary participants’] talk” [1].
A SP often needs to wait for them to carry out their presentation and accep-
tance phases - and possibly resolve all the subquestions therein - before they can
interject. Anecdotally, it seems that SP’s frequently use techniques for re-raising
context – avoiding highly elliptical expressions or in the case of anaphora and
definite references, giving further descriptions of the discourse entities referred
to – in order to access the prior context, which is at this point ’too far back’ for
elliptical access.
In this paper we explore the limits on this process through an experimen-
tal study of Clarification Ellipsis (CE, Elliptical clarification requests/repair).
In particular we are concerned here with a special class of CE, namely Reprise
Fragments (RF). These are questions that repeat part of a previous utterance
in order to clarify it, such as below:
a: Did you speak to Mary yesterday?
b: Mary?
Using a chat tool technique described by [4] we are able to insert ’spoof’
clarification ellipses with SPs as their apparent origin. This can be done without
disrupting the dialogue and without being detected by any of the participants.
2We use this technique to firstly to test the acceptability of RF’s at different
distances from the target turns containing the antecedent expression. (In dyadic
dialogue RF’s almost always immediately follow their antecedents [5]). In light
of corpus evidence such as below we suspect that these fragments should be
possible at higher distances (5 here) in multi-party dialogue:
c: What does cutest spelling mean? (1)
b: oh, she spelled cutest um with an I , (2)
c: oh, okay. (3)
b: so that that’s just something I pointed out. (4)
d: oh yeah. (5)
a: Cutest? [Gazing at D. Direct Addresee is D here.](6)
d: E S T (7)
a: Thank you.[laugh] (8)
We also explore the relationship between possibility/felicity of RF’s rela-
tive to topic changes within the dyadic exchanges. We investigate whether ’new’
questions/topics - which do not count as sub-questions of ones introduced before
within the dyadic exchange - will make the ones introduced and resolved before,
inaccessible as possible antecedents of RF. If so, this situation too necessitates
context re-raising on the part of SP’s.
According to [5] RF’s can have two different readings/interpretations. These
are the Clausal Clarifying and Constituent Clarifying readings. So, for the utter-
ance “Mary?” in the example above, these readings are respectively: “Are you
asking whether I spoke to Mary of all people?”, and “Who is Mary”. Intuitively
the first of the two should not be possible at distance, since the hearer needs to
resolve it by reference to the whole of the antecedent utterance which is ‘too far
back’. In the second reading however, what is asked about is contained wholly
within the RF itself. So, using the experimental technique described above we
can also test this intuition, by analysing the responses that RF’s get at different
distances. These responses reveal how the addressee of the RF has interpreted it.
Since clarification requests play a crucial role in the grounding process, the
results of this experiment will need to be incorporated in any adequate account
of grounding in multi-party conversations.
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Controlling what we see in visual search
Milan Verma
Vision Group, Interaction, Media & Communication Group
Department Of Computer Science
Queen Mary, University Of London
milan@dcs.qmul.ac.uk
Abstract. We present a new computational paradigm that generates
on demand psychophysical stimuli with user-defined levels of salience
for use in visual search tasks. Combining a Genetic Algorithm (GA)
with a biologically motivated model for image saliency [2] we are able
to ‘breed’ a range of textured elements with custom levels of saliency
for use in psychophysical experiments. Experimental evidence for visual
search continuum theories have to date primarily utilised stimuli that
have been either produced manually or are limited in their diversity.
To show the effectiveness of our artificial intelligence based approach
to tailored experimental stimuli creation we present new psychophysical
studies showing for the first time an explicit and predictable continuum
of search efficiency exists in human visual search.
1 Introduction
In a visual search task a target item may be defined either by a unique distin-
guishing feature (feature search) or by a combination of features (conjunctive
search). In a conjunctive search task, the distracter typically shares at least one
feature with the target and as a result, the target item is less easy to spot against
the background of distracters and this usually results in a serial search for the
target. Conversely, in a feature search task the target-distracter disparity en-
ables the target to ‘pop-out’ against the suppressed background [1][3]. In this
case, the search slope of the task has a gradient of zero as additional distracters
are added, inferring that additional distracter items have no effect on the search
time. This is taken to support the viewpoint that rapid pre-attentive processes
can operate in parallel across the entire visual field [4]. Despite the idea of a
parallel/search dichotomy being dismissed in several publications (most notably
[5]), there does not exist strong psychophysically evidence ruling it out once and
for all.
In this paper we address this important research question using an improved
computational model for visual saliency detection [2] and applying techniques
from artificial intelligence to generate experimental stimuli. The methodology
allows the generation of synthetic textons pairs, in which spatial pop-out occurs
with pre-selected, user defined, levels of salience, so providing a new probe with
which to examine the serial vs. parallel distinction. A Genetic Algorithm (GA)
is used to optimise the search for texton pair images using the saliency model
as the fitness function. Subsequent psychophysical tests verify the effectiveness
of this process.
2 Synthesising stimuli
The experimental stimuli we seek to evolve here comprise of a series of Dawkins
Biomorph textons. They have simple production rules yet still provide a rich
diversity of instantiations. We develop these biomorphs on a 4×4 lattice of cells,
where each 4×4 cell contains either target or distracter textons (see Figure 1 for
examples).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 1. Target-distracter images taken from the (a) 50th, (b) 33rd, (c) 15th and the (d)
6th generations of the GA. The images have a resolution of 400×400 pixels, with the
target region having 4 possible locations around the centre of the image, (a) bottom-
left, (b) bottom-right, (c) top-right and (d) top-left. Visual inspections show that as
we move through the generations, from d-a, as the model determined saliency increases
the pop out effect of the target region increases as expected.
Each 400×400 pixel image has two biomorph patterns, each having a unique
78-bit chromosome defining their appearance. Each biomorph is encoded with an
initial 8-bits defining magnitude in 8 possible directions and the last 31-bits defin-
ing the directions chosen during each recursive step of the drawing algorithm.
The initial Genetic Algorithm population is set at 12 chromosomes, elitism is set
at 0.2 and the mutation rate at 0.04. Each subsequent generation evolves with
the elite chromosomes along with randomly chosen chromosomes at random one-
point cross-over positions. Figure 1 shows examples of the synthesised stimuli at
various generations corresponding to changing levels of target-distracter saliency
as measured by our saliency model.
3 Results
We psychophysically evaluated observer search performance on such stimuli,
which had been generated to predefined target-distracter salience levels. Figure
2 presents the results of the experiment, showing the mean response time of
predicted stimuli. The figure shows that response times have strong negative
correlation to levels of salience. To test this interpretation, a Spearman’s rho was
conducted, which confirmed this as a main effect [r = −0.72,n = 386, p<0.01,
with high levels of salience associated with lower response times.
Fig. 2. Results of the search task using 6 different target-distracter pairings pulled from
different sub ranges of the saliency continuum. The slopes indicate that as the saliency
differential becomes less (i.e. texton pairs are selected from lower model saliency value
ranges) that target detection time as a function of distracter set size increases. There
also exists a continuum of slopes each slope reflecting the relative ranking of the target-
distracter pairs value as selected from the saliency model range. Error bars indicate 1
s.e.m.
The methodology we have presented here allows the generation of target-
distracter texton stimuli with pre set levels of saliency. The results of the exper-
iment indicate that the methodology is psychophysically valid; our model can
generate experimental stimuli to create a prescribed ranking of observer vali-
dated visual saliency. The results presented not only validate the mathematical
model but provide useful evidence to inform the debate over the mechanisms
supporting low level visual search. The response times from the experiment are
wide ranging and using our predictable stimuli show a continuum of search ef-
ficiency where some target-distracter pairs are more efficient to search for than
others. These results provide strong new evidence against a simple serial vs.
parallel dichotomy in visual search. Furthermore, optimisation processes need a
fitness function, and if the mathematical models used do indeed reflect the psy-
chophysical reality, the stimuli obtained should recover the subject performance
as predicted.
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Recognising Individuals in Disjoint Camera
Views
Bryan Prosser
Computer Vision
Department of Computer Science,
Queen Mary, University Of London
bryan@dcs.qmul.ac.uk
1 Background:
Surveillance systems are becoming increasingly widespread in both public areas,
such as streets and shopping centres, and private or protected areas, such as
warehouses and military installations. As the number of cameras being used
each year increases, the burden on CCTV operators increases, so much so that
only a small number of cameras are being watched over in real time. This can
result in many cameras being used only in reviewing an activity, such as a crime
or shopping pattern, some time after the incident has actually occurred, rather
than being used to prevent incidents or provide rapid response. One possible
solution to this problem is to transfer some of the workload from the control
room staff onto automated systems. A major task in such a move is to automate
object recognition, particularly individual humans. The recognition of persons
between camera views is known as Object Re-Identification. This is a process
that humans are naturally good at and are able to quickly identify objects even
in a crowded environments or when similar objects are present in the scene.
Computers on the other hand do not have the wealth of prior knowledge that
humans possess. Additionally to this, computer vision techniques are also much
more sensitive to changes in colour, size and other recognition cues.
2 Recent Approaches:
Researchers have proposed a variety of methods for identifying individuals within
a single camera view. Popular methods in the past have been based on facial
recognition, gait and other appearance based models such as shape and colour.
Each of these methods are limited individually by a reliance on a combination of
set poses, size, scene illumination and object orientation. In a real world multi-
camera system however, none of these factors are constant throughout the set
of camera views. Of these approaches, colour is by far the most popular as it
retains a certain amount of orientation and scale invariance, although it suffers
greatly from illumination. Recently, Cheng et al[1] suggested that reducing the
size of the colour space into major colours can be used across camera. The main
problem with this approach is that reducing the feature space removes distance
between similar objects, resulting in false identifications. Gheissari et al[2] sug-
gest coupling shape and colour features. Their approach uses a decomposable
triangular graph to segment similar-colour regions to provide spatial relation-
ships between the colour regions. This approach attempts to reduces the effect of
illumination and pose change between cameras, although the graph structure can
only withstand a limited amount of pose change. Gilbert et al[4] also attempt to
reduce the effect of illumination changes by producing a colour transfer function
between camera views. They couple this with knowledge of the transition times
between cameras to increase the chance of recognition, however their dynamic
update approach leaves them a comparatively low success rate.
3 Our Approach:
Our approach is currently based on work from Javed et al[5] on Brightness
Transfer Functions (BTF). Similar to [4], the BTF is designed to reduce the
illumination differences between camera views by correcting colour observations
for object re-identification. They assume that a certain percentage of the object
in one camera will have brightness less than or equal to Bi and less than or
equal to BJ in another camera view. From this they define the BTF between
observations i and j as:
fij(Bi) = H−1j (Hi(Bi)), (1)
where Hx is the cumulative histogram and H−1x is its inverse. A mapping function
can then be produced to convert each colour value in each colour channel (RGB)
from one camera view to another. Unlike [4], the subspace of all known BTFs is
calculated via Principal Component Analysis. This subspace can then be used
to compare new and existing objects by checking their BTF lies within the know
subspace with Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis[6].
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Lip feature selection based on similarity
Samuel Pachoud
Vision Group
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1 Introduction
Human perception is multi-sensory. In particular, one often uses two of our five
senses: sight and hearing. Sight or vision describes the ability to detect electro-
magnetic waves within the visible range (light) by the eye and the brain to inter-
pret an image as sight. Hearing or audition is the sense of sound perception and
results from tiny hair fibres in the inner ear detecting the motion of a membrane.
For perceiving facial emotion and behaviour, humans combine the acoustic wave-
form (audio information) and the movements of the lips, tongue and other facial
muscles (visual information) generated by a speaker. The McGurk effect from
[1] established this bimodal speech perception by showing that, when conflicting
audio and visual stimuli is produced to an individual, the latter may assimilate
a new stimulus, different from the two others. For example if you watch a talk-
ing head, in which repeated utterances of the syllable [ba] had been dubbed on
to lip movements for [ga], normal adults reported hearing [da]. Effective human
computer interaction (HCI) requires a multimodal speech recognition in order to
make the computer interplays with human in the same way as human to human
communication.
Such observations have motivated interest in developing systems for auto-
matic recognition of visual speech. Research in this field aims to improve the
speech recognition systems by taking advantages of the visual modalities of a
speaker in addition to the usual audio modalities. The purpose of this combina-
tion is to improve the accuracy of a system compared to that depending on each
single modality alone. One could consider three parts in constructing an audio-
visual automatic speech recognition (AV-ASR) system: the front-end design, the
audio-visual integration strategy, and the speech recognition method used. Fig-
ure 1 shows a general architecture commonly used for bimodal recognition.
Audio-visual automatic speech recognition systems introduced new and chal-
lenging tasks compared to traditional, audio-only ASR. The block-diagram of
Figure 1 highlights these: in addition to the usual audio front-end (features
extraction stage), visual features that are informative about speech must be ex-
tracted from videos of the speaker’s face. Thus, in contrast to audio-only recog-
nisers there are now two streams of features (one for each modality) available
for recognition. The combination of the audio and visual streams should ensure
Fig. 1. General architecture for bimodal recognition. On the left, feature fusion class
and on the right decision fusion class. With the first class, the same recognizer algo-
rithms are used to concatenate audio and visual features. In the second one, separate
recognisers are trained for the A+V features. This diagram shows the two additional
challenging tasks to ASR system: the visual front-end design and the audio-visual in-
tegration.
that the resulting system performance is better than the best of the two sin-
gle modality recognisers, and hopefully, significantly outperform it. Both issues,
namely the visual front-end design and audio-visual fusion, constitute difficult
problems, and they have generated significant research work among the scientific
community. In this paper, we focus on addressing the problem of visual feature
selection and extraction for lip-reading.
2 Related works
Visual speech recognition requires effective visual feature selection and extrac-
tion. The features need to be both robust and accurate.
To that end, there is a number of techniques that can be exploited, including
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [2], Scale Invariant Features Transform
(SIFT) [3], Harris & Hessian Affine with SIFT descriptors (H&H) [4], Intensity
Extrema Based Detector (IBR) and Edge Based Detector (EBR) [5], Maximally
Stable External Regions (MSER) [6] and finally Salient Regions Detector (Salient
Regions) [7].
Lowe’s SIFT has been a popular method for feature extraction in object
recognition. The SIFT descriptor computes a histogram of local oriented gradi-
ents around an interest point and stores the bins in a 128-dimensional vector (8
orientation bins for each of the 4× 4 location bins). The features are considered
to be invariant to image scale and rotation, and partially invariant (i.e. robust)
to changing viewpoints and change in illumination. Several attempts have been
made to further improve SIFT [8, 9].
SURF [2] is another interest point detector/descriptor scheme, which was
inspired by the success of SIFT. At first, interest points are selected at distinc-
tive locations in the image, such as corners, blobs and T-junctions. The most
valuable property of an interest point detector is its repeatability, i.e. whether it
reliably finds the same interest points under different viewing conditions. Then,
the neighbourhood of every interest point is represented by a feature vector. This
descriptor has to be distinctive and, at the same time, robust to noise, detec-
tion errors, and geometric and photometric deformations. Finally, the descriptor
vectors are matched between different images.
A scale and an affine invariant interest point detector is developed by Miko-
lajczyk and Schmid in [4]. Their version of interest point detector combines the
Harris corner detector [10] with automatic scale selection [11]. The Harris detec-
tor is based on the second moment matrix and its measure combines the trace
and the determinant of the second moment matrix:
cornerness = det(µ(x, σI , σD))− αtrace
2(µ(x, σI , σD)) (1)
where σI is the integration scale, σD is the differentiation scale. Local maxima
of cornerness determine the location of interest points. The purpose of an au-
tomatic scale selection is to select the characteristic scale of a local structure,
for which a given function attains an extremum over scales. Then they compute
the operator responses for a set of scales for each point, and its scale selection
operator in an image. They obtain an affine invariant image description which
gives stable/repeatable results in the presence of arbitrary viewpoint changes.
Matas et al. [6] proposed a robust similarity measure for establishing ten-
tative correspondences between image elements from two images with different
viewpoints, using a robust wide baseline stereo from Maximally Stable Extremal
Regions (MSER).
Tuytelaars and Van Gool [5] proposed a method to find a relatively sparse set
of feature correspondences between wide baseline images. In each image, local
image patches are extracted in an affine invariant way, such that they cover the
same physical part of the scene (under the assumption of local planarity). The
affine invariant way is either a geometric-based method (developed for curved
and straight edges, EBR) or an intensity-based method (IBR). Then the patches
or invariant regions are matched based on feature vectors of moment invariants
that combine invariance under geometric and photometric changes.
Kadir et al. [7] described an extension to the region detector developed by
Kadir and Brady [12]. The key principle underlying their approach is that salient
image regions exhibit unpredictability, or ‘surprise’, in their local attributes and
over spatial scale. The method consists of three steps: at first, calculation of
Shannon entropy HD(s) of local image attributes (e.g. intensity or colour) over
a range of scales. Secondly, scales sp are selected at which the entropy over scale
function exhibits a peak. Finally, the magnitude change of the probability density
function (PDF), WD(2), is calculated as a function of scale at each peak. The
final saliency is the product of HD(s) and WD(2) at each peak. The histogram
of pixel values within a circular window of radius s is used as an estimate of the
local PDF.
3 Proposed approach
We examine spatial features by finding similarities between image frames. To
that end, we further exploit Boiman and Irani’s approach [13], in which information-
theoretic measures are derived for local and global similarities between a query
(one or more signals) and a reference (one or more signals). For our purpose
(find similarities between frames), the query or the reference signal are an im-
age. Our approach works as follows: At first, we divide the query image in small
macro-block (MBiq with (i = 1, 2, . . . , |MBq|)) with partial overlapping. Then
each MBiq is divided in a n blocks (B
j
q with (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)). Those blocks have
multi-scales (we currently use three different scales), so the number n depends
of the scale. Then we look for similarities between each MBiq and the reference
image. To perform this, we scan each Bjq of each MB
i
q in the reference image. For
each scale, the probability of a macro-block to be matched with the reference
image is as follows:
Ps(MB
i
q, ref) =
∏
i
e
−
|∆di|
2
2σ2
d e
−
|∆li|
2
2σ2
l (2)
where ∆di and ∆li are respectively the differences and local displacements be-
tween descriptors of Bjq and their correspondents in the reference image. σd and
σl are the only parameters we have to define. σd is determined empirically and
σl is equal to the norm of the diagonal of a macro-block. Our descriptors are
calculated using SIFT [3]. The total probability of a macro-block to be in the
reference image, i.e. with the three different scales for Bjq, is:
Ptot(MB
i
q, ref) =
1
3
(
(σd1 + σl1)
2
Ps1 +
(σd2 + σl2)
2
Ps2 +
(σd3 + σl3)
2
Ps3
)
(3)
Figure 2 shows a graph and an explanation of the process we have made until
now. Picture (a) is the query image. Then we create small macro-blocks (MBq).
In (b), we see one of them in green and for the next pictures ((c) to (e)), the
development is done with only one macro-block. Then, we extract each blocks
(c) and we divide them in nine part as we see in (d) in blue. Next, we look
for each MBq separately in the reference image (e). We perform this without
overlapping during the scanning of the MBq as we show in yellow in (f). In (g),
a bar graph of probabilities Ptot(MB
i
q, ref) (see Eqn. (3)) for each macro-blocks
is drawn. The three highest probability of a MBq to be in the reference image
are showed in red in (h).
4 Experiments
4.1 Evaluation
The top-down methods (geometric-based) detailed in Section 2 are exposed
above. With those methods the difficulty is to find points or features in a auto-
matic way and to be able to match those points between different views or differ-
ent frames. Consequently interest region detector algorithms were explored and
Fig. 2. Flow diagram of the process for MBq modelling.
tested on the purpose of creating a robust visual feature extraction method. De-
tector and descriptor algorithms computed for local interest points were tested.
As only images are needed to test the interest region detector algorithms,
only one or two frames per sequence of the In-house database [14] are sufficient
to obtain the first results. Each frame are called by the name of the sequence
(dragana, zen, etc...) and by the frame number: sequence name framenumber.
Figure 3 to Figure 9 show results of whole interest region detector algorithms.
For the display of each figure, the same construction is used: (a) is a female face
from the file called dragana 0011 (it is the 11th frame of the sequence dragana);
(b) is the ROI of the latter (dragana 0011 ROI); (c) is a male face from the
file called zen 0042; the ROI of zen 0042 is in (d) and named zen 0042 ROI;
finally (e) is a picture of a room with multiple object (room).
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Fig. 3. Interest point detection with SIFT method [3]. A lot of interest point are
detected even in the two ROI pictures.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 4. Interest point detection with SURF method [2]. Few interest points are detected
even in the two ROI pictures.
Out of memory
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 5. Interest point detection with H&H method [9].
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 6. Interest point detection with IBR method [5].
None detection None detection
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 7. Interest point detection with EBR method [5].
The experiments demonstrate that SURF method is not usable for lipreading:
too few numbers of points are extracted with this method. With SIFT the results
are slightly better but it is computationally expensive to compute the keypoints
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 8. Interest point detection with MSER method [6].
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Fig. 9. Interest point detection with salient regions method [7].
(the resulting descriptor is of dimension 128). Regarding the results, the other
methods (MSER,EBR,IBR) are good for multiple object images but not enough
accurate and efficient to be used for visual features for a lipreading system.
The major problem with the automatic feature selection method is that there
are not enough keypoints selected and moreover the accuracy is not optimal.
Consequently the feature selection methods with interest point detector and
descriptor are finally not adequate for lipreading purpose.
Then we tested our proposed approach on the same database. In Figure 10,
the query image is compared to the reference one, resulting in the highest prob-
ability at the correct position for MBq. In Figure 11 we change the scale keeping
the same speaker: the query image contains the entire face (Figure 11 (a)) and
the reference image (Figure 11 (b)) only the region of interest (ROI). Finally, in
Figure 12, we have two different speakers, one male and one female for both the
query frame and the reference frame respectively. We were able to find a part of
the lip (MB71q ) that is similar with MBq (in green) shown in Figure. 12 (a).
It is evident from these three different experiments that our method is able to
select and match regions between images and outperforms the other approaches
for lipreading purposes. The regions contain the relevant information and the
selection does not require any manual labelling. The model can also cope with
query images from different speakers.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we present a novel approach for automatically selecting image
features for lip-reading. Experimental results show that our method is able to
detect regions that are similar between a query frame and a reference image
under arbitrary scale change. Moreover, our model is also able to cope with
query images from different speakers. Given both scale and speaker variation, the
Query macro−block → Macro−block 52 →
Macro−block 75 →
Macro−block 72 →
(a) (b)
Fig. 10. Preliminary experimental result with the same frame for the query image and
the reference one but translated. (a) is the query frame (MBq in green). After the
search in the reference frame, we see on (b) the three highest probability of a MBq to
be in the reference image with the following decreasing order: MB52q , then MB
75
q and
MB72q
Query macro−block →
← Macro−block 38
Macro−block 48 →
Macro−block 37 →
(a) (b)
Fig. 11. Sample results with the same speaker at different scale. (a) is the query frame
(MBq in green). After the search in the reference frame, we see on (b) the three highest
probability of a MBq to be in the reference image with the following decreasing order:
MB38q , then MB
48
q and MB
37
q
expected region of lip movement is correctly found with the highest probabilities.
It is important to point out that our model does not require any manual labelling
of feature points or landmarks in training (i.e. unlike shape-based approach) and
it is also not exhaustive in relying upon searching and matching dense texture
features. Comparative evaluation shows that our method outperforms existing
interest point based feature selection methods.
Lipreading is essentially the study of the movements of the lips, which in-
volves a spatio-temporal space. The static spatial features approach presented
in this paper can be extended to a representation in space and over time. This
improvement is presented in [15]. Then in order to improve audio speech recogni-
tion system under noisy environment, a fusion between audio and visual features
can be developed [16]
Query macro−block →
Macro−block 48 →
Macro−block 71 →
Macro−block 86 →
(a) (b)
Fig. 12. Sample results with two different speakers (male for the query image and
female for the reference one). (a) is the query frame (MBq in green). After the search
in the reference frame, we see on (b) the three highest probability of a MBq to be in
the reference image with the following decreasing order: MB48q , then MB
71
q and MB
86
q
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1 Introduction
Space is a highly salient concept in human interaction. It is influential at levels
beyond our conscious understanding. Both where we are in space, and how we
make use of it, are integral factors in our communication. We create spatial
formations during interaction; these encapsulate jointly managed spaces that
participants have mutually exclusive access to[6, 2, 3]. These spaces are then
used for communicative activities, for example gesture.
Fig. 1. A torqued body showing primary and secondary course of action spaces
This paper focuses on a spatial concept described by Emanuel A. Schegloff as
body torque [7]. Body torque manifests itself in the body posture of participants
during interaction. It is possible to orient the upper body and head differently to
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that of the lower body. This is know as a torqued body position. Schegloff sug-
gests that these different orientations show differing levels of priority to different
activities1.
2 Example Data
To highlight this concept with an example, we can examine three dimensional
motion capture data from the Augmented Human Interaction laboratory at
Queen Mary, University Of London (see Fig. 2 for the key stages of this data).
This data gives us the precise three dimensional co-ordinates of body makers,
placed on a participant to create a model of their body. This can then be rep-
resented visually using a wireframe figure. In a pilot study participants were
asked to discuss the layout of their homes with each other; this was done to
create a primary activity. Their interaction was then purposefully interrupted
with the aim of creating a temporary secondary activity. This was done by the
experimenter who entered the room to inform the participants that they had 2
minutes of discussion time remaining.
Prior to the interruption, the entire body of a participant was oriented forwards
towards the jointly managed space and second participant (Fig. 2.a). This was
the primary activity and had the participant’s full focus. When the interruption
occurred the participant’s lower body remained fixed in its orientation, however
the upper body (primarily the head) turned to orient to the secondary activity,
the experimenter’s interruption (Fig. 2.b). This put the body in a torqued po-
sition. During the interruption, the participant misheard what was said by the
experimenter. When the information was repeated, the upper body was turned
further towards the secondary activity showing an increase in priority(Fig. 2.c).
Once the interruption was completed and the experimenter had left the room, the
participant’s body was released from torque and returned towards the original
orientation to the primary activity(Fig. 2.d).
3 Theory of body torque
Schegloff states that the primary activity (in our example this was the discus-
sion of the homes) is identified by the orientation of the lower body, with any
secondary activity (in our example this was the interruption) being identified by
the upper body’s orientation. Given that we interact in a three dimensional spa-
tial environment, these prioritised activities take place in separate spaces around
the body (see Fig. 1).
1 Schegloff’s actual terminology was courses of action. This can be treated as synony-
mous with activities
Being Spaced Out 3
a) Prior to any secondary activity, the 
participant's entire body is oriented 
towards the primary activity
b) When the interruption first 
happens, the participant turns his 
head towards the secondary activity, 
with his lower body still oriented 
towards the primary activity
c) The participant does not fully hear 
what is said, so moves more of his 
upper body as the priority of the 
interruption increases.  His lower 
body still remains oriented to the 
primary activity
d) As the side interruption completes, the 
participant's upper body & head move 
back to the orientation of the lower body
Fig. 2. The key stages of the example data
These spaces are dynamic; the secondary activity may end, for example the
end of the side interruption when the experimenter left the room. If this were to
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happen we would see the body released from its torqued position with the upper
body falling back in line with the lower body and its activity space. However,
if a shift of priorities were to occur, the interruption may become the primary
activity, for example we could see the secondary activity become the primary;
in this situation we would find again that the body would be released from its
torqued position, however this time the lower body would reorient to fall in line
with the upper body and its associated activity space. This would terminate
any jointly managed space which had been formed at the lower body’s previous
orientation.
4 Conclusion
We have examined the theory of body torque proposed by Schegloff, and ex-
plored an example of motion capture data showing an occurrence of this. Whilst
this is a subconscious activity, it is highly communicative and provides rich
social cues which aid face to face interaction. Future work in this area will ex-
amine how this feature fits in with other theories of spatial interaction including
f-formations ([3, 4]) and gestural topic spaces ([1, 5]). These studies will again
make use of motion capture techniques, with a higher number of participants to
draw statistically reliable results.
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Abstract. Recent advances in the theory and practice of quantitative
information flow analysis allow, for the first time, to compute good
approximations of security leaks of non-trivial programs. This paper
presents a tool for a dynamic analysis of security leaks in programs. The
tool first computes the precise leakage for a subset of the program inputs
within a user-specified time. After exceeding this time limit, safe lower
and upper bounds for all possible inputs are computed. These bounds
also handle the case of non-terminating programs1.
1 Introduction
Quantitative information flow analysis can provide a fine grained measure of
a program’s security or the lack of it (insecurity), i.e. the analysis computes
results in numbers measuring security properties of a program. As opposed to
that, qualitative analysis (e.g. non-interference) judge the quality of a program in
comparison to predefined categories (e.g. secure/insecure). However, qualitative
analysis is often too coarse in its decisions and would reject a lot of programs as
insecure eventhough the probability of a leakage is very low.
Password protected access control is an often used example [7, 2, 3] to illus-
trate the idea of quantitative information flows. A password protected system
leaks data by its nature, after all it tells you whether you entered the correct
password or not. We take a 4-digit pin-protected system as example. The high-
est possible four digit pin number is 9999, thus the pin contains maximally
log2(9999) ≈ 13.3 bits of information. When the attacker knows nothing about
the pin then a single trial of entering a password reveals:
1
213.3
log2(213.3) +
213.3 − 1
213.3
log2(
213.3
213.3 − 1) = 0.00146
This is the weighted sum of the trials where the password was the correct one
( 1213.3 ) and where it failed (
213.3−1
213.3 ), which is an instance of Shannon’s entropy
1 This is a short version of the original paper which contains substantial case studies
demonstrating the presented analysis, proof sketches and related work. Full version
available upon request.
formula [9]. We can conclude that 0.00146 bits is very small compared to 13.3 bits
of the secret and we could decide that this system is secure. Quantitative analysis
allows that we detach the decision whether a program is secure or not from the
actual security analysis; this is very important since different application areas
have different security requirements.
In a qualitative setting, a password protected system like the one above would
always get rejected as insecure since it leaks a very small amount of data. For
real-world purposes this is not practical without using techniques which loosen
the strictness of such an analysis.
1.1 Contribution
This paper presents a number of novelties in the research area of quantitative
program analysis based on the information-theoretic semantics in [7]. We imple-
mented the entropy-based formulas of [7] in an automated, dynamic program
analysis. The precise information leakage of a while-program is calculated by
evaluating the program on all or a subset of its inputs depending on the size of
the secret. For all remaining, uncovered inputs safe lower and upper bounds are
computed. These bounds also provide over-approximations of the leakage for the
cases where the analysis does not terminate for a number of inputs.
2 Background
This section is giving a brief, informal overview of the theory presented in [7].
For a formal definition please consider the cited work.
The overall aim is to calculate the leakage of loops in a standard impera-
tive programming language using Shannon’s entropy formula2 [9]. The initial
assumptions for this calculation is that we have a program containing a while
loop, a secret input containing the confidential data, a set of public variables,
and an observer. The observer knows the program and the public variable assign-
ments before and after the execution of the program. The task of the observer
is to infer as much as possible of the secret input given the information he can
gain by observing the program output. This gives rise to an informal definition
of leakage
Definition 1 The leakage of a program M is what an observer can infer of
a secret input given the program code M and the full knowledge of the public
variable assignment before and after the execution of the program.
2 This formula measures the average uncertainty of the output of a discrete ran-
dom variable. For the probabilities {p1, p2, · · · , pn} the entropy is calculated with
H(p1, p2, · · · , pn) =Pni=1 pi log2( 1pi )
2.1 Random Variables and Programs
The language we are considering is a simple imperative language with assign-
ments, conditionals, sequencing and a loop construct. Syntax and semantics of
the language are standard and thus we omit them. For a command M of this
language, we assume that there are two input variables H (confidential data),
and L (public) which are equipped with a probability distribution. Thus, these
variables can be considered as random variables, where the input to a program is
the joint random variable 〈H, L〉. A deterministic program M can hence be seen as
random variable itself: the output random variable where the probability of an
output value of the program is the sum of the probabilities of all inputs evaluated
by M to the value, i.e. µ(M = o) = Σ{µ(h, l)|[[M]](h, l) = o)}
Example. Let us assume M is the assignment l=h, and that the variables
hold 2 bit of information with uniform distribution (every value is equally likely).
Now, the probability that M evaluates to a certain value e.g. 2 taken from the
set of possible values {0, 1, 2, 3} is 14 ; every value for h is equally likely and the
assignment random variable M is reflecting that input distribution.
For the random variable M, representing a program, we define an equivalence
relation identifying all output states which are observably equivalent. This equiv-
alence means that two states are counted as equivalent if all public variables hold
the same value, e.g. their states after execution are not distinguishable. The re-
lation is important to model how an observer keeps different output states apart.
Example. Let us assume M(h,l) is the conditional if(h>l) l++ else l--
then M(4,5) and M(4,3) compute two equivalent output states, namely those
where l=4 after the execution of the command M.
2.2 Leakage of Loops
Let us consider a loop of the form while e M, where e is representing the Boolean
guard and M is making up the random variables associated with the commands
in the body of the loop. To the guard e, we associate events e<i> which denote
the sequence of guard evaluations which are true for i times and always false
from the i+ 1th iteration on. The body M is just a random variable as described
above, representing the commands in the body.
We denote Mi as the ith iteration of the body M. Now, we can describe the
entropy of such a loop as the entropy of the probabilities of the events from e
plus the entropy of Mi given the knowledge of e<i>. Formally,
Proposition 1 W(e, M) is the leakage of a loop while e M bounded by n iter-
ations3
W (e,M) = H(µ(e<0>), · · · , µ(e<n>))︸ ︷︷ ︸
guard
+
∑
1≤i≤n
µ(e<i>)H(M i|e<i>)︸ ︷︷ ︸
body
3 For simplicity this is the formula for loops without collisions [7]. We deal with colli-
sion in the analysis in section 3
Example. Consider the loop l=0; while(l < h) l++ with 3 bit variables.
There are only two events possible: the one where the loop exits, i.e. where
l >= h and the one where h is already 0 and no iterations take place. This
is represented by the events e<n> and e<0>. Notice that the body can’t leak
anything because there are no confidential variables referenced in it. Thus, the
leakage of the guard and therefore the whole loop is, assuming uniform input
distribution of h, H(µ(e<0>), · · · , µ(e<n>)) = H( 18 , · · · , 18 ) = log2(8) = 3. As
was expected, all 3 bits of the secret h leaked into l in this program.
3 Dynamic Analysis
The dynamic analysis formalizes the automation of Proposition 1, borrowing
notation from relational algebra [1]. A projection pin(r) is defined as restricting
tuple r to the n-th object of r (pin(R) is its extension to tuples); the selection
σϕ(R) selects all tuples in R for which boolean formula ϕ holds. The denotational
semantics of the program M is denoted as [[M ]]. It represents a state transformer
(i.e. a map) which consists of a mapping from initial variable states to final
variable states after the evaluation of the program. A state σ ∈ Σ : Var → N
is a mapping from variable identifiers to integer values4. The analysis chooses a
subset of the possible inputs (following a user-chosen distribution) of the program
M and stores the execution traces in the relation
R ⊆ Σ × N× [[M ]](Σ)
given r ∈ R, pi1(r) is an initial state for [[M ]], pi2(r) is the number of iteration
it takes for M to terminate the loop on pi1(r) and pi3(r) is obs([[M ]](pi1(r)))
the observable final state of M (i.e. the secret variables are not in pi3(r)). If
pi1(R) = pi1([[M ]]) we note R by [[M ]]R.
Calculating an event e<i> from R is done by selecting a subset Si of R,
Si = σn=i(R), i.e. the subset of R with pi2(R) = i. Let the function pmf : Σ → R
be calculating the probability of a (input) state in Σ by a given probability mass
function5. Using these definitions, the probability of e<i> is given by
µˆ(e<i>) =
∑
σ∈pi1(Si)
pmf(σ)
The probability that a certain body iteration M i|e<i> outputs a value vi is
given by the sum of probabilities of all initial states σ which evaluate to that
value under M [7]. Formally, taking vj ∈ pi3(Si) then the probability of vj is
µi(vj) =
∑
{pmf(σ) | σ ∈ pi1(Si) ∧ [[M ]](σ) = vj}
Having defined these quantities, R allows to compute the leakage formula
from Proposition 1 as follows:
4 Please do not confuse a state σ and the selection operation σϕ
5 In all case studies we assume that pmf is using uniform distribution
Proposition 2
W (e,M) = H(µˆ(e<0>), · · · , µˆ(e<n>))+∑
1≤i≤n
µˆ(e<i>)H(
µi(v1)
Vi
,
µi(v2)
Vi
, · · · , µi(vm)
Vi
)
where {v1, . . . , vm} = pi3(Si) and Vi =
∑m
j=1 µi(vj)
To compute leakage for general loops we need to handle collisions. A collision
is a state v ∈ pi3(Si1)∩ · · · ∩ pi3(Sik); denote by C the set of all such collisions in
R. Then the leakage is given by
WC(e,M) = W (e,M)−
∑
v∈C
µ(v)H(
µi1(v)
µ(v)
, . . . ,
µik(v)
µ(v)
)
where µ(v) =
∑n
i=1 µi(v) and {i1, . . . , ik} is such that v ∈ pi3(Si1)∩ · · · ∩pi3(Sik)
To sum up, the tool computes the relation R by executing a program on (a
subset of) inputs; then it computes the leakage WC(e,M). Proposition 2 is the
computable version of Proposition 1.
3.1 Safe Bounds
Two independent problems often arise when analysing while loops:
– inputs are too large therefore we can’t run the program on all inputs within
reasonable time
– some inputs might make the loop non-terminating
Our bounds presented here provide a safe lower and upper bound if one (or both)
of these problems occur. Both of the two cases lead to a reduction of the available
events e<i>. For the missing events we make safe worst case assumptions using
maximum entropy [5] for the guard leakage and an estimation of what is possible
to leak in the body of the loop.
Let R be a subset of [[M ]]R, which is complete i.e. ∀i ∈ pi2(R). σn=i(R) =
σn=i([[M ]]R). Suppose also s = |{i|i ∈ pi2(R)}| and t = |{i|i ∈ pi2([[M ]]R)}|. Then
Proposition 3 Let k is the size of the secret and suppose that the leakage for-
mula on R from Proposition 2 is
L′ = H(m1, . . . ,ms, q) +
s∑
i=1
miVi
Then L’ is a lower bound for the leakage of [[M ]]R. An upper bound is
min(k, L+ q(k − L′))
where
L = H(p m1, . . . , p ms,
t−s︷ ︸︸ ︷
q
t− s , . . . ,
q
t− s ) +
s∑
j=1
miVi
with p =
∑
1≤i≤smi and q = 1− p.
Moreover
1. If the guard is not leaking the bound becomes min(k, L′ + q(k − L′))
2. If the body is not leaking the bound becomes min(k, L)
3. These bounds are computable using the dynamical analysis.
4 Conclusion
This paper presented an automated analysis of a theory quantifying information
leakage in programs. The analysis consists of a dynamic and static part:
1. Dynamic. The program is run on a number of concrete inputs; the precise
leakage for these runs is calculated by using the data of their execution
traces.
2. Static. As a next step, lower and upper bounds safely approximate the
maximal possible leakage for all remaining inputs using maximum entropy.
The analysis is based on concrete, not symbolic inputs.
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Abstract. Human physical experience is enriched with  sophisticated sensory 
capabilities. Its extension to the digital world as we currently  know is still 
biased towards a single visual  modality where much emphasis is put on 
graphical displays. Our research aims to explore alternative means for 
interacting with information, both in individual and collaborative usage 
scenarios, with a particular emphasis on using auditory display for accessing 
and manipulating diagrams. Investigating interaction techniques through 
alternative modalities will improve interactive experiences where vision cannot 
be relied  on for optimum performance (mobile devices, multitasking, visual 
impairment). It  will  also increase our understanding of how to efficiently 
combine modalities to design sophisticated and usable interfaces.
Keywords: Human-Computer Interaction, Auditory Display, Diagrammatic 
Representations, Accessibility, Collaboration.
1   Introduction
Diagrams are a ubiquitous form of representation. As external representations [14], 
diagrams continue to be the subject of numerous investigations (e.g. [3, 5, 11, 14]), 
results from which are increasing our understanding of the properties that give this 
form of graphical representation such an integral role in supporting human cognition 
and communication. Most of such properties are strictly based on the visual 
characteristics of diagrams [3]. For instance, using the two dimensional plane to index 
information by location was shown to ease both searching and recognition and to 
decrease cognitive load associated with labeling [5].
The very graphical nature of such properties, however, means that the advantages 
of using diagrams are potentially lost when vision is not the optimum channel of 
communication to rely on. The tasks of constructing, exploring and retrieving 
information using diagrams provide a good context for investigating alternative 
interaction strategies. This is because designing effective means for presenting, 
navigating through and constructing such representations on digital devices is difficult 
without a visual display, yet important in contexts where the user’s eyes are occupied 
or in the case of visual impairment. But how can a diagram be accessed through 
auditory means? And what is the optimal way to support auditory access to and 
manipulation of a diagram? Moreover, if we can efficiently access and manipulate a 
diagram through an audio-only interface, how is human communication and 
collaboration affected when it is supported through multimodal means? 
These are the questions that form the core motivation to our investigations. We are 
mainly interested in exploring the design and evaluation of audio-only displays for 
supporting interaction with and through diagrams. We focus our investigations on 
relational diagrams, also referred to as nodes-and-links diagrams and typically used in 
Computer Science and Engineering disciplines [2]. This extended abstract briefly 
presents our previous, current and future studies pursuing this line of research.
2   Where do we come from? - Previous work
By interaction with a diagram we are referring to the process of inspecting existing 
diagrams, as well as constructing and editing new ones, for the purpose of discerning 
the structure of a given set of information, reasoning about a problem, or 
understanding a given procedure. In order to support auditory interaction with a 
diagram, it is therefore necessary to first devise a method to support passive 
interaction, whereby a user can inspect and navigate the information encoded in a 
diagram. Once this is established, we can then develop strategies for supporting active 
interaction with the diagram, whereby new information can be added onto it and 
edited out from it. 
We thus first designed a model that maps the information represented in a relational 
diagram from its graphical form into a hierarchically organised structure. A multiple 
perspective hierarchical approach allows structured access to the information encoded 
in a relational diagram from a number of perspectives [8, 9] (see Fig. 1.). This model 
was based on Zhang’s representational taxonomy of relational information displays 
(RIDs), which specifies the structures important for the systematic study of any RID 
[15]. Parts of the hierarchy are then displayed using a combination of continuous 
ambient sounds and momentary signal like speech and non-speech sounds [7, 8].
In a previous study [8], we evaluated the efficiency of the multiple perspective 
hierarchical approach in supporting passive interaction with relational diagrams. We 
explored how the hierarchy could be presented using two different auditory displays 
that vary in the amount of speech output each employs. The major outcomes of the 
evaluations were that: 
• The multiple perspective hierarchical model allows for the relational 
information encoded in a diagram to be accessed and navigated using audio 
as the main means of information representation.
Fig. 1. Encoding a relational  diagram as a multiple perspective hierarchy. Different parts of the 
hierarchy are displayed using speech and non-speech sounds. Shaded areas denote where 
continuous ambient sounds are audible.
• The substitution of verbal descriptions of parts of the diagram with 
nonverbal descriptions significantly improved performance times.
• The substitution of verbal descriptions of parts of the diagram with 
nonverbal descriptions did not compromise users’ comprehension of those 
parts.
• The use of continuous ambient sounds provides contextual information that 
aid navigation.
Having extended on the concept of Interaction Traps [1]  to systematically analyse 
users learning behaviour, we observed that users’ learning rates were similar when 
participants interacted with a speech dominated and a non-speech dominated auditory 
interface. Learning rates were slightly hindered by orientation while navigating 
through the hierarchy. We thus further explored various auditory presentation 
strategies specifically aimed to improve the efficiency of user navigation and 
orientation within the hierarchical model. These consisted of varying speech 
parameters such as gender, speech rate and frequency, which were mapped to 
hierarchical depth. Results from these studies are not yet conclusive.
3   Why are we here? - Current work
After designing and evaluating a model that supports passive audio-only inspection of 
relational diagrams, we are currently exploring how to best support active interaction 
with this model. We have chosen Entity-Relationship (ER) diagrams as a context to 
explore strategies for constructing and editing a relational diagram in an audio-only 
interface [9, 10]. We designed two strategies for supporting such manipulations based 
on existing human-computer interaction techniques and inspired by Hutchins’ analysis 
of interaction metaphors in interface design [4]. 
Much like sketching a diagram using pen and paper, the first strategy requires the 
user to locate the part of the diagram they wish to edit within the hierarchical model 
before executing the desired editing action on it (see Fig. 2.). We refer to this strategy 
as Non-Guided because the emphasis is put on the user as the main actor within a 
Fig. 2. In order to edit  an item in the diagram in a Non-Guided interaction strategy the user 
must first locate it on the hierarchy before issuing the editing command.
model-world where interactive expressions can be realised [4]. The hierarchy in 
this case represents both the model-world where actions are executed, as well as part 
of the language which expresses the editing actions.
Given that sound is being used as an alternative modality for manipulating an 
inherently graphical artefact, the representation, i.e. the diagram, and the means by 
which it is accessed, i.e. an auditory hierarchy, are essentially independent from one 
another. The second strategy exploits this independency to allow the user to edit any 
part of a diagram without having to ‘physically’ locate it on the hierarchy. (see Fig. 
3.). The user can achieve this by engaging in a conversation-like interaction with the 
system, in which they express their desired to carry out an editing action, and then 
respond to a series of system prompts that guided through the necessary steps required 
to complete such action. We refer to strategy as Guided because it puts an emphasis 
on the system to act as an implied intermediary between the user and the world in 
which actions are taken [4].
Investigating the effect of these active interaction strategies on user’s experience 
allows us to address a number of under-explored questions about the nature of 
interaction when manipulating a given representation through an alternative modality. 
The main questions that we empirically addressed in this part of the investigation 
were therefore: How to support active audio-only construction and editing of a 
diagram through the hierarchical model? And how effective is a given interaction 
strategy in supporting such activity? Detailed outcomes of this study can be found in 
[9, 10].
Fig. 3. In order to edit an item in a diagram using a Guided interaction strategy the user 
responds to a series of system prompts independently and away from the hierarchy.
4   Where are we going? - Future Work
By interacting through a diagram we are referring to the process of communicating 
one’s thoughts and ideas to collaborating parties by means of constructing and acting 
on parts of or whole diagrams. These are common activities observed in group 
settings such as design teams or in a classroom [2].
Once mastered, a visual diagrammatic language can become an extremely efficient 
means for communication. There is on the other hand an evident lack of research on 
cross-modal collaboration in the fields of auditory display and computer supported 
cooperative work (mainly [6, 11, 12] to the best of our knowledge). The fact that very 
little work has been directed specifically towards cross-modal collaboration in this 
case forms both an advantage to the proposed research, in that it increases its 
originality, and a disadvantage, as no solid empirical and experimental background 
exists on which to base our work.
To further our investigations, we intend to use findings from our previous and 
current work on supporting auditory interaction with diagrams, to explore 
collaborative cross-modal problem-solving. If we can efficiently access and edit a 
diagram without looking at it using audio as the main means of interaction, then how 
are we to use it to collaborate with others who can see it and use visual means to 
construct and edit it? And how does the mutlimodal nature of such interaction affect 
both the process and outcome of the collaboration?
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1   Introduction 
Schizophrenia is a severe mental illness affecting approximately 1% of the 
population. Although the causal factors remain somewhat obscure, it is the most 
disabling mental illness and people affected by it are among the most socially 
excluded in our society.  Difficulties managing in social interaction are thought to be 
at the root of social exclusion.  These interactional deficits are key because they 
influence every aspect of social integration, from maintaining friendships, to holding 
down a job, to living independently. Indeed, it may be that interactional problems are 
more important than symptoms or cognitive functioning in predicting long-term 
outcome in schizophrenia [1]. Currently we do not know what underlies these 
problems in interaction therefore they cannot be targeted therapeutically. 
Early studies of human interaction proposed the theory of “interactional 
synchrony” [2][3].  Suggesting that synchrony occurs between the body movements 
of a speaker and a hearer within an interaction [2][3]. According to Kendon [3] 
interactional synchrony is a non-conscious phenomenon, which is seen predominantly 
at important junctures of an interaction, such as, at the beginning or end of an 
interchange.  Interestingly, interactional synchrony was found to be either absent or 
greatly diminished in patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia [2], suggesting 
difficulties with the subtle non-conscious aspects of interaction.   
There is a growing body of work on social cognition attempting to explain the 
interactional difficulties displayed in schizophrenia.  It has been shown that patients 
tend to have difficulties with social perception, in particular, nonverbal social cues 
[4][5][6]. However, these findings are based exclusively on experimental tests in 
laboratory settings.  Typically, they require the patient to watch a video recording of 
other people interacting and then make judgements about the individuals in the video.  
There is a significant problem with the ecological validity of these studies. The 
dynamic, interactive and inter-personal demands of conversation are distinct from the 
skills required for relatively detached judgements of videos. Making judgements 
about actors is a different competence entirely from acting appropriately in an 
interaction and it is how patients interact in their daily lives is what matters to 
everyday functioning.  
The aim of the present study is to examine the behaviour of patients with a 
diagnosis of schizophrenia in naturally occurring interactions.  Specifically, we wish 
to investigate the non-conscious aspects of reciprocity within interaction such as; 
synchrony, mimicry and alignment.  This study will focus on three main questions: 
1. Can patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia be discriminated from healthy 
controls? 
2. What particular aspects of behaviour differ in this client group? 
3. Are deficits exacerbated in multiparty interactions?  
2   Method 
Sample We will recruit thirty patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, fifteen age 
and sex matched healthy controls and 10 age and sex matched psychiatric controls, 
specifically patients who have been diagnosed as bipolar.  Participants with anti-
psychotic medication side effects will be excluded from the study.      
Procedure participant are asked to complete two tasks.  Firstly, a standardised 
interactional task that involves giving directions to another person [7].  People 
normally perform this task by moving their bodies to a position where they physically 
adopt the perspective of the person needing the directions (a particularly strong 
visible form of reciprocity) allowing comparison of the extent to which each sample 
group takes the confederates perspective.  This task will be audio-visually recorded.  
    In the second task, participants are asked to produce a sketch map of the building 
for a visitor.  This task, piloted by Healey [8], generates a good range of verbal and 
nonverbal interaction as the sketch map is negotiated and revised. This provides 
extensive opportunities for adopting and adapting other people’s contributions.   This 
task is initially dyadic as the participant is producing the map with one confederate.  
A short time after a second confederate joins and assists with the task, transforming 
the interaction from dyadic to multiparty.  This task takes place in the Augmented 
Human Interaction lab and is motion captured using Vicon motion capture equipment.  
This allows us to capture a highly detailed 3D map of body movements during 
conversational interaction, enabling the data to be viewed from any given perspective.   
    Analysis Both verbal and nonverbal data from the interactions will be coded using 
ELAN annotation software.  
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1 Introduction
Assume we want to translate a foreign sentence f = fJ
1
= f1, ..., fJ into a target
sentence e = eI1 = e1, ..., eI . The problem of statistical machine translation can
be written as the following equation:
eˆ(f) = argmax
e
{Pr(e|f)} (1)
where argmax is the search problem for finding the target sentence. Although,
searching among all possible translations is an NP-Complete problem [6], the
state-of-the-art SMT systems employ a set of features to model different aspects
of the translation problem and use a dynamic programming approach to explore
a part of search space and maximise the right hand side of equation 1. In this
work, we are focusing on word reordering components of the SMT system.
Different languages have different word orders and as mentioned before try-
ing all possible permutations is computationally intractable, so SMT decoders
place restrictions to reduce the number of permutations. In the so-called IBM
word-based models [1] only reordering of at most n words in a given time is al-
lowed. Reordering based on the absolute and relative positions of the words are
introduced in the IBM models. In phrase-based decoders, the next generation of
the SMT decoders, reordering is allowed in a given window and according to the
distance of jump the operation is penalized [7].
Recently, many SMT systems started to incorporate syntactic information to
capture the word order differences between the languages. [2] limit the reordering
to operations on syntactic parse-trees of source and target languages. Similarly,
other approaches that use syntax trees of source or target languages rely on
syntactic rules to apply the reordering operations. Although, syntax based de-
coders have recently shown a promising results [5], phrase-based decoders [7]
are still more successful. In some approaches that have tried to employ syn-
tactic information, transformation rules are applied to the source sentence to
make it in an order similar to the target language. Transformation rules can be
general syntax-based or specific lexicalised rules. Usually, in these approaches,
source sentences of the training set are transformed and the reordered versions
are used to learn the word alignments and phrases. [11] proposed a method to
learn transformation rules from a parallel corpora. In their work, an algorithm
is designed to extract re-write patterns, apply them to the source sentence and
monotonically carry out the translation. At training time, to learn the rewrite
patterns, source sentences are parsed, phrases are aligned and lexicalised and
unlexicalised patterns are extracted. [4] present a similar approach to [11], but
with hand crafted rules to re-write the source sentence. They argue that base-
line phrase-based models are unable to perform the re-orderings such as those
of between German and English. As they show, the main differences in German
clause structure with English, it is clear that some of the re-orderings require
long distance skips which is usually penalised very high by phrase-based decoder,
that makes it almost impossible to occur.
In phrase-based decoders, typically the phrase table captures the local re-
ordering between the words, however it fails to generalise it for unseen phrases
and also long distance re-orderings. They mostly, rely on target language models
to select among the different word orders. A language model is a statistical model
that assigns a probability to a given sequence of words. In an n-gram language
model, which are widely used in SMT decoders, the probability of generating a
word depends on the previous n − 1 words which are preceding it. The n-gram
language model are only effective for short distance re-orderings and also [3] and
[11] have shown that they are not enough to make all the reordering decisions.
2 Proposed Approaches
In lexicalised re-ordering models, a model is built to predict the word or phrase
orientation during the decoding. These models assign a cost to the next candidate
skip. The aim is to build a model that predicts the natural jump and penalise
that jump less than other possible jumps by giving a lower cost to it. In this set
of method, the models are mostly built based on word and phrase frequencies.
[3] argue that n-gram language models are not enough to deal with even local
re-orderings, thus they propose a distortion model to give a cost to each jump
based on the words participated in the jump, The model computes the costs
in word level, then combines the costs of the words to estimate the cost of the
phrases. We propose two improvements over this work: Word clustering and
phrase orientation from word distortion.
In word clustering, the idea is to classify the words based on their jump
behaviours to address the issue of sparse data. Here we want to estimate the
probability Pr(d|fi, fj) where fi and fj are two foreign words and d is the jump
we are about to make. We are looking for function C which maps every word f
to their classes C(f). Now, we define the probability modelp as follows:
p(d|fi, fj, C) := p(d|C(fi), C(fj)).p(fi|C(fi)).p(fj |C(fj)) (2)
To find the optimum classes Cˆ, by performing maximum likelihood approach,
we have:
Cˆ = argmax
C
p(d|fi, fj , C) (3)
d can be the exact distance (number of the words) between the two words,
however to simplify the algorithm we can use one of the following alternatives:
– monotone and discontinuous
– swap, monotone and discontinuous
– discontinuous to left, swap, monotone and discontinuous to right
A variant of this approach is clustering the pair of words. Since words can
have different grammatical roles in the sentence, by considering the translation
of the word we reduce the ambiguity of it. In this case, equation 2 will be:
p(d|fi, eai , fj, eaj , C, A) := p(d|C(fi, eai), C(fj , eaj)).p(fi|C(fi, eai)).p(fj |C(fj , eaj))
(4)
There have been a lot of work on word clustering for different applications.
In the context of statistical machine translation, usually words are clustered to
overcome the issue of sparse data. [9] presented algorithms for classification of
words in bilingual text. His implementation is widely used by SMT community.
[8] gave algorithms for clustering bigrams and trigrams on mono-lingual text and
[10] provided a different algorithm than [9] to cluster bilingual words.
Since we decode phrase by phrase, we need to convert the word distortion
costs to phrase distortion costs. The aim is to make a bridge from word distortion
model to phrase orientation model are: Firstly, lexicalised distortion model gives
probabilities for jumps between words, but we need reordering models which
work in phrase level. Secondly, to address the issue of unseen phrase pairs, we
can use words inside those phrases to predict the orientation of the phrase.
Following variations should be examined to find the best one:
– Last word of the previous phrase and the first word of the next phrase.
– Maximum / Minimum cost of the jump between the last word of previous
phrase and all the words in the next phrase.
– Maximum / Minimum cost of the jump from all the words in previous phrase
to the first word of next phrase.
– Maximum / Minimum cost between all pairs.
– Sum of all costs considering the alignments: Compute distortion costs for
each phrase while building the model
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Abstract. This presentation aims to demonstrate a Bayesian Network
model for the infamous Health and Fitness Project (H&F) in the stu-
dent Union building in Queen Mary University of London. Previously I
developed a novel technique for capturing different aspects of risk and
uncertainty in projects [Khodakarami et all 2007]. The model has sev-
eral promising features that make it superior to available techniques in
project risk management. The H&F project is used as a case study to il-
lustrate how the model can improve the risk analysis process and capture
a better picture of time related risks in the project.
1 Background
“Risk Management” has become an important part of “Project Management”
and has attracted a wide range of research during the last decade [William 1995].
Since 1990 various risk management processes (RMP) have been proposed (PM-
BOK guide [PMI 2004], [PRAM 2004] and [RAMP 2005]). Apart from fundamen-
tal differences in assumptions and methodologies in these processes [Chapman
2006] they all aim to capture risk and uncertainty in the following three stages:
– Risk identification- attempts to distinguish the main sources of risk. This
stage is also known as qualitative risk management.
– Risk Analysis- attempts to measure the risk and its impacts to different
project outputs (i.e. cost, time, performance).
– Risk Respond- attempts to formulate management responses to the risk.
“Quantitative Risk analysis”, particularly the effect of risk and uncertainty
on the project schedule is the centre of attention in this research. Having a Re-
alistic Schedule for the project is one of the most cited factors of project success
[Fortune &White 2006]. Despite availability of several tools and techniques, they
often fail to capture uncertainty properly and produce inaccurate, inconsistent
and unreliable results. [Khodakarami et all 2007] discuss why current techniques
are not sufficient and what are missing?
– Concept of uncertainty in projects
– Subjectivity in project estimation
– Common causal factors (internally generated risks
– Trade-off between time, cost and performance
– Complex sensitivity analysis (what if?)
– Dynamic Learning
2 How Bayesian Networks can help
Bayesian network is a sufficiently well-defined language that can easily communi-
cate to computers. They can also model deterministic, statistical and analogical
knowledge in a meaningful model. This makes them suitable for a wide range of
problems involving uncertainty and probabilistic reasoning. Bayesian Networks,
as a powerful technique for decision support under uncertainty, have attracted
a lot of attention in different fields. However their application in project risk
management is novel. The key benefits of BNs that make them highly suitable
for the project risk analysis domain are:
– Explicitly quantify uncertainty
– Make predictions with incomplete data
– Combine subjective and objective data
– Reason from effect to cause as well as from cause to effect
– Overturn previous beliefs in the light of new data(learning)
In my research I developed a novel model using Bayesian Networks that
performs a CPM style scheduling [Khodakarami et all 2007]. The model has
several promising features that enable us to model uncertainty in project time in
a way that no other technique can. However finding empirical data for validating
the model and comparing it with existing models was very challenging.
There are very few or no sets of case studies that would illustrate when the
methods worked or failed. That is because: first, details of business projects and
management methodologies and data are often considered proprietary. Second,
national security projects may impose levels of classification on project details
that effectively prohibit meaningful comparisons. Third, submitting to any eval-
uation of project risk management techniques and practices may reveal poor
performance in either analysis or performance or both.
3 Case Study: Health and Fitness project at Queen Mary
Building a new Health and Fitness club for Queen Mary University of London
was proposed and approved in 2005. The initiating and planning phases of the
project started in 2006 and the actual work commenced in early 2007. The
construction budget was set at 2.7m and the completion date set for August
2007. The project divided in two phases: I) Enabling work (demolishing the
existing facilities including relocating the prayer room) and II) Main Scheme.
Phase I, started 22nd Jan 2007 and completed in line with the original plan.
The relocation of prayer room suffered from 3-4 weeks delay. As a consequence,
the main scheme and the completion date are affected.
The main scheme which started on 26th March, was originally estimated
23 weeks. In June 2007 it was reported that the project is 4 weeks behind the
schedule. The progress was very slow and time risk was getting worse. It was
obvious the completion date was not going to met. The delay expanded in July
and August to 6 and 9 weeks respectively. In August (the original completion
date!) the new completion date set at the end of October. Further risks and
problems arose and consequently the project faced further and further delays.
At the time of this report (25th Feb 2008) the project has not completed yet.
Although there was a complete project plan along with a comprehensive risk
register, the project was well behind its planned time and budget. How useful
were the project plan and the risk register? What went wrong and how it could
be prevented? How Bayesian Networks can be used to model and analyse risks
in this project. Details and results will be presented in the conference.
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